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Letter from the Editor

Dear Readers,

The year is certainly flying by. We’re already 
through the first quarter. We’re pleased to be 
bringing you issue two of Applause promptly!

In this issue, you’ll find a look at Spirit Week 
(16-17), extended interviews with several of 
SOA’s new teachers (12-13), catch up with last 
year’s editors (5-6), learn about Chase Martin’s 
rising music career (10), have your dreams 
interpreted (28), and get spooked by our 
Halloween themed crossword. 

We’re always accepting letters to the editor, student artwork, and student     
writing. Just head to soa-applause.com to submit! You can also view every 
issue of our extensive archive online. We’re also on Facebook at “Applause 
2015-2016” and on   Twitter @SOAApplause.

If you can, please vote on November 3rd. 

sStay tuned. This year’s Applause is off to a great beginning.

Thanks for the continued support!
Jakob Lazzaro, Editor-In-Chief
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Lake Logan trip brings Creative Writers to new heights
by Cheyenne Koth

The senior and junior Creative Writers travelled to the Lake Logan 
Episcopal Center in Canton, North Carolina for a writing retreat 
between October 7th and 9th. From six in the morning Wednesday to 
five in the evening on Friday, this group of twenty-five students and 
four teachers (retired teachers included) immersed themselves in 
the beautiful nature of the mountains while broadening their writing 
horizons via workshop and the wonderful company of their peers.

The day-to-day activities included various writing workshops, 
hikes, campfire stories, and exploration of the surrounding landscape. 
Senior Vasantha Sambamurti enjoyed the physical aspect of the 
mountain hike where the students climb a mountain together and 
eat lunch at the top. 

“My favorite part of Lake Logan was when all the writers, of varying 
levels of athleticism, hiked up a mountain together,” she said. “It was 
hard, but we pulled through. It was the ideal bonding experience.” 

Through these invigorating and enjoyable ventures, the two 
classes really got to know one another.

As it often is for a junior, Lake Logan has many firsts. First time 
climbing the mountain together, first time starting a campfire, and  
first time being roasted by the teachers. While all of these firsts are 
pretty much constant, the Creative Writing department has a new teacher this year, which is a “first of firsts.” Ms. DeTiberus used this 
opportunity to further bond with her new students. 

“It was great to get to meet the seniors for the first time, you know, officially, and spend more time with the junior class,” Ms. 
DeTiberus said. “I really liked hiking up the mountain. Sweat seems to bring people 
together, and everyone really persevered.”

Students also reflected happily on spending more time with the new addition to the 
Creative Writing family.

But how did the juniors, who have never been to Lake Logan before, feel about this 
new experience? They’ve been on the Beaufort trip for freshmen and sophomores, but 
these two specific classes haven’t been together for two years.

“It’s a completely different experience from Beaufort,” junior Luke Gair said. “We 
have more intensive writing workshops and I loved it.”

Reese Fischer agrees.
“Lake Logan was so fun,” Fischer said. “I feel really lucky that I got to spend time 

with my best friends and role models in such a beautiful environment.” 
This trip is also seen as a first opportunity for the seniors to share their theses which 

they have been working on since over the summer. Lake Logan is very much a “last 
hurrah” of Creative Writing, according to senior Nicole Sadek. 

“It’s just great to be in a beautiful environment with friends I’ve known for six or 
seven years,” she said. 

Some students and teachers do have mixed feelings, especially 
because it’s the final class trip for senior creative writers.

“It’s often extremely emotional and a bit sad for us, but so much 
amazing work is shared and so many memories are created on this 
trip. It’s wonderful for the both classes,” Mr. Hammes, one of the 
four attending Creative Writing instructors, said. “Also, the bacon, 
the plates and plates of bacon.”

I myself was on this trip and I definitely had a positive experience. 
It’s been two years since the junior and senior classes have traveled 
together, and it was wonderful to spend this final three days with 
them and inherit that prestigious tradition to carry on. It was also 
nice to get to know Ms. DeTiberus, and we had a nice conversation 
on the way down the mountain.

The writing workshops were challenging and the work was 
satisfying. And while the hike was difficult, I look forward to 
meeting everyone again at the top of the mountain next year.

Jay Rode

 Juniors, seniors, teachers and mentors get together for a group photo.

Current teacher Rutledge Hammes and former 
teacher Sean Scapellato both traveled to Lake Logan. 

Jay Rode
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Catching up with Applause’s former editors
by Jakob Lazzaro

Last year, Applause had three co-Editors-In-Chief. Now off in college and no longer yelling about deadlines, 
Suzanne Jackson, Taylor Dahl, and Graham Crolley spoke to us about their post-high school life.

Suzanne Jackson- Bard College
Jakob Lazzaro: How did being editor of Applause prepare you for college?
Suzanne Jackson: Well, the obvious answer is that I knew what the deal was with time management. 
Applause took up a ton of my time senior year and there were plenty of nights where we would be at 
school until some absurd hour and I would have to somehow work in studying and homework for my 
other classes. It was an experience. Being editor helped me master the art of sleep deprivation. 
JL: What is your major and what’s your favorite part of it?
SJ: I go to Bard College and I’m thinking about majoring in Classical Studies with a minor in Theater. 
Wait until you read Antigone. You’ll get it. 
JL: What is the best part of college so far?
SJ: I have no curfew, which is both a blessing and a curse. 

JL: How’s college life different from what you expected?
SJ: I’m learning stuff, which I didn’t think would happen after high school, but it’s been a pleasant 
experience for the most part. Bard in general is more intellectual and less Animal House, which is 
completely fine with me. It’s weird being so far from home, but not necessarily in a bad way. I miss the 
familiarity of Charleston, but being in completely unfamiliar territory is just an incredible experience.
JL: What do you miss the most about Applause?
SJ: I miss Dr. Cusatis knowing my Chick-Fil-A order and sometimes getting us food when we were 
making last minute adjustments to the paper and behaving in an extra pathetic manner.
JL: What’s your favorite Applause memory?
SJ: Oh my God, it was absolutely when Graham and I had to stay late to upload the paper before going 
to see Bob Dylan. It was a crazy and hectic evening of last minute changes and stress, but it was so worth it. And I’ll never forget every 
time Dr. Cusatis ordered us food. Those were the days. I wish Dr. Cusatis still greeted me with French Fries.
JL: Have you continued to practice journalism?
SJ: Technically, yes. I’m planning on doing some editing work for the Bard Free Press once I am emotionally ready to sit down with 
Adobe InDesign once again. 
JL: Do you have any advice for me?
SJ: Don’t be a nerd. Make sure everyone sticks with their deadlines. Don’t be afraid to use Dr. Cusatis’ Keurig. Reach for the stars

Taylor Dahl- Virginia Commonwealth University
Jakob Lazzaro: How did being editor of Applause prepare you for college?
Taylor Dahl: I learned that I needed to actually do something about my responsibility and I 
learned how to argue a case and win, both of those things I needed for college.  
JL: What is your major and what’s your favorite part of it?
TD: Well I’m at Virginia Commonwealth University studying English with a minor in Creative 
Writing (I’m going to get so many jobs). I can’t say what my favorite part of my major is since I 
haven’t even taken an English classes here, which is stupid. I didn’t major in journalism because 
despite my love for editing the paper and putting it together, I am no journalist. I am not the 
biggest fan of writing to report. And I like books and I like writing stories so that’s how I came 
to my current major. It was a pretty easy decision.
JL: What is the best part of college so far?
TD: The freedom. A lot of people talk about it and it’s definitely something you’re aware of 
before you actually go off to college, but it’s not something you’ll actually understand until 
you’re there.
JL: How’s college life different from what you expected?
TD: I’m pretty bored. I figured I would be drowning in work but I’ve had lots of time to watch 
shows, read some books, and sleep a lot. I’m probably doing something wrong but I’ll figure 
that out later.
JL: What do you miss the most about Applause?
TD: Suzanne, Graham, and JC. And Applause in general, it always felt really good to publish a 
paper. You could hold it in your arms, fresh out of JC’s truck, and whisper “I made this.”

Suzanne Jackson

Taylor Dahl

Continued on page 6
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“Editors” continued from page 5 (Taylor Dahl)
JL: What’s your favorite Applause memory?
TD: The many times Suzanne and I spent arguing the day we were supposed to upload. It was a high-stress situation. Suzanne- I still 
love you. 
JL: Have you continued to practice journalism?
TD: I plan on it next year. I will probably take part in VCU’s newspaper The Commonwealth Times. I just wanted to get a running start 
first before joining clubs or adding extra work.
JL: Do you have any advice for me?
TD: Keep up the good work, stand up for the Applause always, and please don’t argue with Dr. Cusatis. I know you’ll do really well.

Graham Crolley- Emerson College
Jakob Lazzaro: How did being editor of Applause prepare you for college?
Graham Crolley: Being the editor of Applause taught me that even though I felt like a 
little guy, I could be some sort of a leader. It taught me how to work with others to achieve 
a common goal and how to push the limits of myself for a product I truly cared about. All 
those things apply to college, if you’re doing college right. Being editor also increased my 
dependency on caffeine, which would have happened sooner or later during my freshman 
year of college anyway. 
JL: What is your major and what’s your favorite part of it?
GC: I’m majoring in Writing, Literature, and Publishing at Emerson College. The people 
are wonderfully accepting at Emerson, and as far as the major, it’s my dream aside from 
being a rock star. I don’t have anything against journalism as a major. If I’m being honest, 
it very well may be a much more practical move for me to major in journalism and use 
writing in that way, but the craft of creative writing has always been my passion, so better 
to be living off bread crumbs with a happy heart than eating caviar and wishing I had 
written that novel, I suppose.
JL: What is the best part of college so far?
GC: The city of Boston. 
The absolute wealth of 
different people from 
different backgrounds 
living in the same 
building as you, just 

trying to do their best and leave an impression, just as everyone is. Also, 
there are very good mozzarella sticks here. 

JL: How’s college life different from what you expected?
GC: I underestimated the prevalence of elevators in my life. Lots of time 
spent in elevators. Luckily, I’m not really against elevators in any way, so 
I’m in good shape.
JL: What do you miss the most about Applause?
GC: The community aspect was really heartening. I also loved the feeling 
of getting the newest issue we had just completed fresh off the press and 
how the ink smelled and how it would stain our hands black when we 
had to sort them into stacks for distribution. And, of course, having John 
Cusatis as a mentor and friend wasn’t a bad deal at all.
JL: What’s your favorite Applause memory?
GC: There are so many. I know I’ll think of a better one at a time that isn’t 
right now, but maybe rolly chair derby in the hallway after we weren’t 
carrying papers in them anymore. 
JL: Have you continued to practice journalism?
GC: Not at the moment, but I’m sure I’ll be working for a newspaper at 
some point in the near future. I’m still working for a publication, though. 
I’m a fiction reader/selector for a literary magazine at Emerson.
JL: Do you have any advice for me?
GC: Remember that you can learn something from anything that is 
presented to you. Also, remember to enjoy it and to be thankful. Deep 
stuff like that.

Graham Crolley
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Studying art in Italy? “No question” for Ms. Cimballa
by Nick Huss

To become certified for this year’s redesigned AP Art History 
course, Ms. Cimballa spent her summer studying at the University 
of Rome and experiencing art on a thrilling journey through the 
Italian countryside.

Her trip through Florence and Rome took a strange turn when 
she realized she had missed her train connection to Naples and 
had to stay in Florence. Nonetheless, Ms. Cimballa describes the 
art she saw as “incredible.” She visited many churches.

“Each one was an individual museum, with sculptures, 
paintings on the walls, and mosaics,” she said. 

Ms. Cimballa also witnessed Rome’s extensive street art: Mona 
Lisa’s in their own regard.

“There were people drawing on the sidewalks with chalk,” she 
said. “There was art being made in addition to art that was made 
hundreds of years ago. It was incredible.”

Ms. Cimballa was forced to dig deep for optimism when her 
credit card was stolen out of her hand at the Santa Maria Novella 
train station in Florence. Even after a three-hour ordeal with the 
police, it took the bank two months to return her money. However, 
while she was at the police station, one of the officers bought her 
an Espresso. 

“I know that this has nothing to do with art, but it was a great 
experience because it was part of the culture, and I learned a lot 
about myself,” she said. “It was a moment of adversity: I don’t 
think you can go into a North Charleston police department and 
have them buy you a cup of coffee. It’s just not going to happen.”

Ms. DeTiberus honored at New York poetry reading
by Holly Rizer

After her poem “In a Black Tank Top” was featured in Best American Poetry 2015, 
Creative Writing teacher Danielle DeTiberus travelled to New York City to read it for a 
crowd of 500 at the New School. The poem, written while Ms. DeTiberus was in graduate 
school, was a hit with the crowd which included several of her favorite poets and authors. 

Upon hearing her name, famed poet Sherman Alexie remarked “Oh, you’re not wearing 
a black tank top” in reference to the poem’s title. At the end of the reading, Alexie told Ms. 
DeTiberus how much he loved the poem three times, leaving Ms. DeTiberus speechless. 
Alexie also assured Ms. DeTiberus that she would go far and signed her copy of the book, 
complete with a drawing of a black tank top. Jericho Brown, another poet Ms. DeTiberus 
admires, told her that the poem was one of his favorites. Thrilled with the reception, Ms. 
DeTiberus said if someone had told her she would be here when she was 20 or even 30 she 
would never have believed them.

 “To be in that book,” she said, “that book goes out to schools and libraries all over the 
country, and then to be in that room and sharing it. We did this thing alone and here we are 
coming together and that’s something to celebrate.”

Ms. DeTiberus’ love of writing began at the age of five when she plagiarized a Berenstain Bear’s book, putting the story in her own 
words and illustrating it as a Mother’s Day gift. When her mother read it, she began crying. That moment made Ms. DeTiberus sure she 
wanted to be a writer. 

For a while, Ms. DeTiberus thought that writing wasn’t an option as she thought that all writers were dead. However, she persevered 
through college and her fear of reading in front of people. By graduate school, Ms. DeTiberus was doing twenty-minute readings in 
addition to teaching.

“Writing is kind of like going to the gym: even when it’s hard it feels better to do it than to not,” Ms. DeTiberus said. “There’s 
something that happens with your soul, there’s some kind of peace and fulfillment and gratification that comes from creating something 
even if it’s not good, even if you have a bad writing day you still feel better and more sane.” 

Holly Rizer

Ms. Danielle DeTiberus and a copy of the book.

The view from Ms. Cimballa’s Florence hotel room.

Anne Cimballa
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Senior Dance majors speak with famed 
choreographer

by Anizia Fulmore

Senior Dance majors recently 

Skyped with David Parsons, a 

modern dance choreographer 

based in New York and the 

cofounder of Parsons Dance 

Company. Dance teacher Linda 

Cline set up the interview to 

inspire the senior Dance majors 

for their thesis adjudications 

on October 8th. She worked 

diligently throughout the 

summer communicating with 

Parsons, and the Dance majors 

were tasked with formulating 

questions to ask the famous 

choreographer. 

Parsons began by describing 

his rough childhood. Forced to 

leave his small town, Parsons 

arrived in New York City with 

only seventy dollars. Now, 

Parsons and his company have toured Italy over forty times and performed at every Spoleto 

Festival in Italy, Australia, and the United States.

When asked what he does when he’s blocked, Parsons advised the Dance majors to “push 

through it.” The Dance majors incorporated his advice into their adjudications, and Parsons 

left with some personal wisdom.

“I believe hip hop is the greatest art form on the planet,” he said. “Money cannot buy the 

memories that I’ve had.” 

Fall festival a hit for students and council
by Cheyenne Koth

After weeks of diligent work, SOA’s student council hosted the 

second annual fall food festival as a jammin’ finale to spirit week. 
During middle school, high school, and Academic Magnet lunch, 

pastries and other food items made by students and donated by 

several local businesses were sold for only one dollar. The sales are 

aimed to raise money for a high school winter formal, which is in the 

process of being scheduled and organized by the student council. 

The event was a “massive success”, according to student body 

president Carly Edwards, a senior vocal student. 

“The fund raiser surpassed the council’s goal of 1,000 dollars,” 

Carly said. “It was great and I’m so thankful to everyone who 

participated.” 

During the event, as the SOA jazz band played a preview of Jump, 

Jive, and Wail, several student council members diligently manned 

the food tables and cotton candy machine, cheerily encouraging 

students to support the 

winter formal project by 

sweetening up their lunch. 

With the music pumping 

students danced and ate 

their treats, thoroughly 

enjoying themselves. 

In addition, the student council would like to announce they will be raffling out the 
extra gift cards donated by local restaurants and stores. Keep an eye out and maybe you can 

get a neat gift card from a wonderful local business.

Cheyenne Koth

Students browse the wide variety of food for sale.

Senior dance majors attentively listen to Mr. Parsons over Skype.

Provided

Keep an eye out 
for Aliens Vs. 
Cheerleaders from the 
ninth grade theater 
majors
Press Release- Ms. Catangay and the 
SOA theater department

Want to see something out of this 

world? The ninth grade SOA theater 

department is performing the play Aliens 
Versus Cheerleaders directed by Ms. 

Catangay and written by Qui Nguyen, 

the author of She Kills Monsters. Mrs. 

Catangay chose the play to pay homage 

to sci-fi and the opening of the new 
Star Wars.  She also knew this crew 

could handle the drama, comedy, and 

physicality.

“This play is no doubt the most 

exquisitely crafted play the SOA theatre 

department has to offer this year,” 
Mosiah Williams, who plays the part of 

head alien Ya-Wi, said. “It challenges me 

as an actor.” 

“I feel like my character is similar to 

me and that characteristic helps my build 

my character choices,” Bryce Buchanan, 

who plays the role of Marrisa, said. “Also, 

my character is sassy and outgoing. I 

don’t usually get to do that.”

Mark your calendars for Wednesday, 

November 4th and Thursday, November 

5th at 6:30 pm in the Black Box Theater. 

Admission is FREE! 

“It might as well be done in the Globe 

Theater,” Molly Hunsinger, who plays 

cheerleaders Lucy and Missy, said.

Whose side are you on?
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Boone Hall fright night spooks many
by Alissa Melsopp

S e p t e m b e r 
25th marked 
the beginning of 
another terrifying 
season at Boone Hall 
Fright Nights. Every 
year, an amazingly 
dedicated group 
of staff and actors 
come together to 
strike fear into the 
hearts of children 
and adults alike.

This time, Fright 
Night has two classic 
favorites that have 
been improved to 
send shivers down 
your spine, as 
well as two newer 
titles equally as 
frightening. The 
theme for the main 
haunted house 
changes annually, and this year it’s Horror High, “where students are encouraged to torment 
each other to the brink of insanity.” The other attractions featured are Blackout, Wicked 
Woods Hayride, and Zombie Town.

Some of SOA’s own are working at the horror attraction this year, including members of 
the Applause Staff.

“It’s extremely exhausting both physically and emotionally, considering we’re scaring a 
bunch of people,” Mia Pernice, senior Vocal major and actor on the Wicked Woods Hayride, 
said. “I really enjoy getting all the makeup done and we’ve met some pretty crazy and awesome 
people, so it’s fun.” 

She’s not the only one to praise the rewarding experience that Fright Nights has become 
to certain SOA students. 

“Fright Nights is super fun” Cheyenne Koth, junior Creative Writer and actor in Zombie 
Town, said. “It can be difficult and you have to be careful not to get hurt, but I always look 
forward to it at the end of the week.”

Although the recent flooding forced the attraction to close for a weekend, they are back 
and ready to haunt your worst nightmares. It closes for the year at the end of October, which 
is already upon us, so make sure to get your tickets and head on over for the biggest scare of 
your life!

SOA’s haunted house 
a fun and terrifying 
experience
by Taylor Carnie

SOA’s haunted house, run by theater 
director Mr. Christensen and held on 
Friday, October 23rd in the Rose Maree 
Myers Theater, was quite the production. 
The various themed rooms were tied 
together like one big crazy maze put on 
by SOA faculty and students.

The maze started with a pitch-black 
tunnel that shrunk as you progressed. 
You could hear loud noises and screams 
all around you as you slowly crawled 
through the entrance. What followed 
were all sorts of nightmarish scenarios, 
people cut in two, bloody ghosts and 
ghouls, and the occasional murderer. As 
you make your way through each room 
you could hear the screams of the others 
in the house with you, which only added 
to the atmosphere.

The audio for the rooms was designed 
as a part of high school math teacher Mr. 
Taylor’s audio engineering classes and 
SOA students designed the sets.

Of course the haunted house ended 
with a bang, or more of a roar: the roar 
of a chain saw, to be specific. As I neared 
the exist and thought it was all over, a 
large and very loud chain saw wielding 
madman charges from the shadows to 
help “speed up” the exit process. The 
haunted house was a fun and spooky 
experience during this Halloween 
season.

Mia Pernice

Adjudications help Senior Dance majors learn and 
grow
by Anizia Fulmore

Two local dance teachers and a College of Charleston composition professor adjudicated 
the Senior Thesis Dancers on October 8th in the Rose Maree Myers Theater.

The students were tasked with creating a four-minute dance that embodied their topics: 
artistic collaboration, social issues, and concepts. The students were given scores between 
one and five based on choreographic elements, performance, and production elements.

The Senior thesis Dancers were also given written feedback on their dances. Mrs. Linda 
Cline, dance teacher, said the adjudications were a valuable opportunity for her students.

This was the first of this year’s two Dance department adjudications. The next one will 
take place in March. The final show will be on December 16th in the Rose Maree Myers 
Theater. 

A group of Fright Night “butchers” pose before opening.

Spook and blues
by Taylor Carnie

SOA’s middle school piano majors 
put on the “Spook’n Blues” Halloween 
concert on Friday, October 23rd. The 
pianists played many songs well even 
though not all were Halloween themed. 

The concert showcased the hard work 
and what the children had been learning 
in Mr. Clarke’s Jazz Piano class during 
the first quarter. The whole show was 
very well done and included a barbecue 
dinner provided by Swig n’ Swine.

If you have never been to a piano 
concert before, you should go to the next 
one for sure. The spookin’ blues was held 
in conjunction with the SOA haunted 
house in the Rose Maree Myers Theater, 
making the whole night a spookin’ good 
time.
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Former band major Chase Martin headed for music stardom
Chase Martin, former band major, is rapidly rising in the ranks of country music. She’s opened for Hootie and the Blowfish and is 
now in Nashville recording her first album. Nick Scapellato sat down with her to talk about her current success and future career.
Nick Scapellato: When did you first discover your passion for music and 
how did this discovery come about? 
Chase Martin: I was in the 4th grade at Belle Hall Elementary School and they were 
having a talent show. I hadn’t ever played the guitar or sang. I just knew I wanted to 
play in that talent show. I came home that afternoon and told my mom that I wanted 
to play the guitar and sing in the upcoming talent show at school. She laughed because 
the talent show was in two weeks. She went up to a music store at the corner of our 
neighborhood and bought me a guitar and a few lessons. That same night she went to 
a Brad Paisley concert where the opener for the opener was a young girl named Taylor 
Swift. My mom came home and told me about the song “Our Song” by Taylor Swift. I, 
of course, decided to play that song in the talent show. I loved being on that stage and I 
loved playing an instrument. My passion for music continues to grow on a daily basis. 
NS: Who are your role models?
CM: My role model today would have to be Taylor Swift, but not because I want to 
be like her musically. We have a completely different sound. She exemplifies grace 
and poise at every level and continues to be a fantastic role model for girls and young 
women everywhere. I really respect her as an artist and as a person. Her work ethic 
is crazy and becoming a huge superstar has not changed her personality. I’ve heard some crazy stories about her work ethic and what 
a kind person she is from one of my mentors, Luke Lewis, the retired CEO of Universal Music Group. Those stories have made her so 
much more admirable to me, and I hope to maintain those values throughout my career.

NS: How has SOA helped you perfect your work?
CM: SOA has helped me so much. It was a great experience for me and I miss it a lot. I 
had incredible teachers in band. Mr. Kerr and Mrs. Reed helped me to become a much 
more disciplined musician as well as teaching me how to read and create music. They 
both taught me an appreciation for a wide variety of music. All of this has helped me to 
become a better songwriter, while playing the flute improved my breathing technique, 
which helps my singing ability. I am so grateful to have had the experience of SOA.
NS: What is your motivation to improve?
CM: That would probably come from realizing that this could quite possibly be what I 
may do for a living. I know that I need music in my life in some way, shape or form. It is 
my therapy and it brings me immense happiness. I have such a desire to play, sing and 
write music. I have an even greater desire to share it with the world. I think music is feel 
good for most people. But in the end, no matter what I do in my life I always want to be 
my absolute best at it. That is just my personality.
NS: Describe your experience opening for Hootie.
CM: Wow! Opening for Hootie was crazy exciting. I loved Darius before I met him. I 
thought that he was quite possibly one of the most talented musicians/songwriters I had 

ever heard, but seeing him in person, up close and personal, you have no idea how talented he really is until then. What you hear on the 
radio is exactly what you get in person. Maybe better. To top it off, he’s a super nice guy.
NS: What is the atmosphere of your band? How does each member contribute to your musical experience?
CM: My band is my right hand. They are awesome. They are all so talented and I learn from them everyday. They each bring their own 
personal touch to my music. They are all a little older than me and they have a lot more musical experience than I do. 
NS: What have you learned since you started playing?
CM: I’ve learned that I’ve got A LOT to learn. I think that music is something that you can continue to learn and grow no matter how 
old you get and how experienced. I’ve also learned that I have this crazy desire to be better everyday. It is another motivation for me.
NS: Where do you see yourself in five years?
CM: In five years, I certainly hope that I will still be promoting my music and working on new music and new fresh ideas. 
NS: How has music changed your life?
CM: Music has changed my life since day one. I know that if I didn’t have music, I wouldn’t be as happy as I am today. I am a little 
socially awkward but when I have a guitar in front of me and I am performing I am my most comfortable.
NS: What happened in the last year that put you where you are now? 
CM: In the last year I have been working closely with Luke Lewis, previously the CEO of Universal Music Group, and Tim Nielsen from 
Drivin’ and Cryin’, as well as singer/songwriter Luke Cunningham (Check him out. He is the bomb.com). Working with all of these guys 
has been a dream come true. I want to mention my Entertainment Attorney, Mr. Will Lewis, mainly because he has introduced me to so 
many people in the music industry and is my number one fan and number one supporter. I am definitely a very lucky girl!

Chase Martin began playing the guitar and singing 
in fourth grade to perform in a school talent show.

Chase Martin with Darius Rucker.
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Continued on page 11
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Mr. Karl Clark: Super Teacher
Although many of SOA’s teachers throw themselves into student life, Mr. 
Clark has quite a few responsibilities besides being a totally awesome World 
Geography and World History teacher. He goes above and beyond the call of 
duty. Applause’s Jackie Evans sat down with Mr. Clark to ask a few questions 
about what he does for SOA.
Jackie Evans: Outside of the classroom, what things do you do for the school? 
Karl Clark: This is my second year working with the junior council. Last year and this year 

I managed the prom and the junior ring ceremony, and the junior class Powderpuff team. Up 
until last year I was doing all the advisory lessons, and I ran advisory for two years. I’m teacher 

of the year and I’m on the district teacher round table that discusses teacher issues with the 

superintendent. I coach the QuizBowl club, which is the same thing as the academic team, and 

I’ve done that for eight years. I’m the club coordinator, so I set up the club day and organize and 

register clubs. I’m on the testing committee with Ms. Hansford and Ms. Fitz and we create the 

testing schedule for each year. I started and am the sponsor of the GSA, which we’ve had for 

about five years. This is my ninth year at SOA. 
JE: What is the most difficult task you have?
KC: Running advisory was extremely difficult while I was doing it because it takes a lot more 
work than one person should be doing. My most difficult task as a teacher is probably keeping 
up with paperwork. A lot of the paperwork has nothing to do with what we’re actually doing, 

but it has deadlines. Our students are really great here. A lot of the students are nicer than some 
adults. It’s fun.

JE: How do you keep 
everything organized? 
KC: I use lots of file folders, lots of file cabinets, lots of boxes. Some of my 
coworkers make fun of me because I have so many boxes that I keep stuff 
in- it’s not very easy to keep stuff organized. I might be a bit of a hoarder 
but everything I keep someone eventually needs, so it works out nice. 

Organization is not my strength, but I’ve practiced and worked on it long 
enough. 

JE: What is in store from the juniors this year?
KC: I’m really excited to be working with the junior class again. This year 

I’m managing and sponsoring prom with Ms. Rickson, who is actually the 

head of prom, which makes my life so much easier because I just have to 

collect all the money. Ms. Mahoney has been nice enough to help me with 

the Junior Powderpuff team. It is difficult to do Powderpuff and the Junior 
ring ceremony. The Junior class Powderpuff game is on Friday, November 
6th, and the ring ceremony is on Sunday, November 15th. I’m going to spend 

most of my time planning the junior ring ceremony and getting everyone’s 

rings on time. It is a big project, but it’s a fun project. Mr. Christiansen in 

the theatre is really great every year about it. 

Jackie Evans

“Martin” continued from page 10
NS: How did you make the important connections that allowed you to be playing the venues and shows you’re 
playing now?
CM: Believe it or not, it started with me playing an open mic night. People would hear me and ask me to play their venues, which was so 

flattering. But I think my real break through came when I opened for Mark Bryan of Hootie and the Blowfish and I met my Entertainment 
Attorney, Will. He heard me and started talking to me, and the rest was history.

NS: What are your plans for college?
CM: I am applying to colleges in Nashville as we speak. I am applying to Belmont and Vanderbilt. I have to be in Nashville to work so I 

figure there could not possibly be a better place for me to go to college.
NS: I’ve heard you’re moving to Nashville soon. How soon? And to what extent will Charleston remain your home?
CM: Yep. I am moving to Nashville on November 7th. I have not scheduled many events in Charleston after that date in an effort to make 
the move. Again, I have to be there to work on my album and work with songwriters and play venues. I want very much to go to college 

there, so I guess you could say it is the inevitable that I go ahead and make the move. Although I am going to be living in Nashville most 

of the time, Charleston will always be my home. I am going to continue to play venues here also, as long as they will have me. I hope to 

be back in Charleston at least one week out of every month. 

NS: What are your plans for the near future? Album? Tour?
CM: I am working on my album now and a tour should follow closely behind. I will definitely keep Charleston updated. 
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For Ms. Sabol, SOA is “pretty cool!”
Meagan Horres sat down to talk with Sheryl Sabol, one of the thirteen new teachers, who is thrilled to be here at 
SOA. Ms. Sabol, who teaches Probability and Statistics and Algebra II, is originally from Meadville, Pennsylvania. 
She’s been teaching for thirteen years and came to SOA from Union City Area high school in Union City, Pennsylvania.
Meagan Horres: To begin, can you tell us a little bit about your childhood?
Sheryl Sabol: I had a very good childhood. I grew up in a very small town in Pennsylvania. I have 
two brothers and one sister and we are all very close in age, four kids in five years. In high school I 
was involved in softball, cheerleading, and I played flute in the band.
MH: What inspired you to begin teaching? When did you realize that you should 
become a teacher?
SS: I thought about teaching as a senior in high school, but at that time I was only 15 years old and 
thought no one would take me seriously so I just pushed the idea aside. I went for business originally 
and I was in business for eight years where I also taught night classes to adults such as Microsoft 
office. I found that I really liked the teaching aspect of it so I ended up taking a year to go back to 
school to get my teaching certification. I was probably 31 when I started teaching.
MH: Have you always taught math? Why math? 
SS: I have not always taught math. I started off teaching business classes, marketing, and 
entrepreneurship. I started teaching math four years into my teaching. Then I also began teaching 
family consumer science where I had to teach hand sewing, which was very interesting. I like math 
because it provides concrete answers. I also think it’s fun to play with polynomials!
MH: What do you love most about your job?
SS: I like working mostly with high school kids. I’ve done middle school which wasn’t too bad, but 
I definitely like teaching high school better. I like helping others and the variety of personalities 
throughout the day, and just to learn from others also. 
MH: What activities or hobbies do you enjoy participating in outside of school?
SS: I would definitely say exercising! I also like checking out all of the art stuff downtown whenever I 
can. I really enjoy riding my bike around downtown and doing yoga on the beach. Going out exploring 
the town and making friends is great also because I am new to the area.
MH: How have you enjoyed living in Charleston so far?
SS: I love it! It is way warmer and way nicer. Before I had to drive everywhere to do anything. So I 
love living downtown, because if I’m bored I can just take a walk. That’s really nice.
MH: What do you enjoy most about SOA? How does it differ from the schools that 
you have taught at in the past? SS: SOA is pretty cool! I have never taught at a school like this before. The kids are wonderful, 
obviously. I’ve always taught at regular public schools so I’ve had the best of the best and the worst of the worst. It’s refreshing just to 
be able to teach and I learn a lot from you guys also, especially about the arts. I love the arts! I’m not super talented in that way so it’s 
nice to give where I can. I think it’s really cool that I’m here.

Ms. Sabol explains the intricacies of 
math using her whiteboard.

Meagan Horres

Mr. Howard’s high expectations are met at SOA
Alissa Melsopp sat down to talk with Damond Howard, one of SOA’s thirteen 
new teachers. Mr. Howard teaches middle school Visual Arts.
Alissa Melsopp: How did you first hear about SOA?
Damond Howard: I initially heard about SOA four years ago while I was attending CCSD’s 
annual teacher recruitment fair. I talked with a CCSD principal from another school. She listened 
to me describe my experiences as a practicing visual artist, my many years of teaching experience 
as an college art professor, as well as my teaching experiences as an art teacher in public schools. 
She urged me to visit SOA’s table at the recruitment fair. 
AM: What were your expectations before coming to SOA and how have they since 
been met?
DH: My expectations before coming to SOA, from the stories I had been hearing, were high. The 
very talented Middle School Visual Arts majors that I teach have met my expectations.
AM: At what moment did you realize you wanted to become an art teacher?
DH: The college I attended offered only two majors in the visual arts at that time: one was art education and the other was 
printmaking. I chose art education because I didn’t know anything about printmaking. I believe it was a good choice. In teaching, I enjoy 
sharing the knowledge and experiences I have had as an artist as well as having time during the summer to create.
AM: How do you apply your knowledge of art in your daily life?
DH: I apply the knowledge of art I have gained in lots of ways in my daily life. The most profound way is in the way I look at, no pun 
intended, life’s situations. Good art is sophisticated and complex, and to me a lot of life’s situations are just like that.
AM: Tell me an interesting fact about yourself.
DH: I’m also a singer/songwriter and producer of music. I sang in Doo-Wop (a capella) groups during my college days. For one summer, 
we were hired by the Carowinds theme park to sing songs for park guests. I continue to sing, though not in a doo-wop group.

Alissa Melsopp
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Where Were They Then: Brian Johnson
Physical Education teacher Brian Johnson, born and raised in Toledo, Ohio, has been 
running since childhood. In addition to teaching, he still runs competitively, including a 
win at last year’s Greenville marathon. Applause‘s Mollie Pate caught up with him on life 
before SOA. 
Mollie Pate: What is your most memorable event from your childhood? 
Brian Johnson: Well, when I was in fifth grade my school had a 2K pumpkin run, and I actually 
won a pumpkin. That sparked my love for running, which grew into my college scholarship, running 
competitively, and coaching. Overall, it had a huge impact on the rest of my life.
MP: Tell me about your high school experience.
BJ: I had a really good high school experience. I had a really diverse group of friends, people who were 
athletic and people who were not. I actually had a friend who moved to the United States from Korea 
and didn’t speak any English. And then in my senior year, my parents moved. I stayed at my high 
school and shared an apartment with my brother who was in college at the time. And he of course went 
to class and worked full time so I was pretty much on my own, which was good in terms of the fact that 
I learned to cook, do laundry, and just do a lot of the things that my parents used to do for me. And my 
athleticism was of course a part of my life. I did cross-country, track and played basketball. 
MP: When and how did you come to start working with kids?
BJ: I saw my PE and track coaches every day. I saw what they did. I was always interested in the 
exercise science part of the spectrum, the physiology and anatomy, so when I went to college I took all 
those classes and was very interested. But teaching high school wasn’t something I was interested in 
originally. I wanted to get my doctorate and teach or coach at a college level, but I ended up teaching 
high school, and I wouldn’t trade it. I enjoy it a lot.  
MP: I know you run competitively outside of teaching, how did you get into that?  
BJ: I ran in middle school and high school and I was on a pretty successful team. That led to a 
scholarship and allowed me to start developing those skills even further. I still enjoy it. Even as I slow 
down, I enjoy it. It’s fulfilled the competitive aspect of my personality but it’s also a nice way to be 
alone with my thoughts.
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Teaching at SOA like being “in a movie” for Mr. Naas
Nick Huss sat down to talk with Joseph Nass, one of SOA’s thirteen 
new teachers. Mr. Nass, who teaches Integrated Business Apps and 
Entrepreneurship, taught at Morningside Middle before coming to SOA. 
This is his sixteenth year teaching.
Nick Huss: How has teaching at SOA been different from the other schools 
you’ve taught at?
Joseph Nass: I feel like I’m in a movie while teaching. I’m just surrounded by talented 
people who want to do something with their lives and who have goals. It’s just an incredible 
experience to me.
NH: What do you enjoy most about teaching at SOA?
JN: What I enjoy most about teaching here is that I see more sparkle in kids’ eyes than 
I did at Morningside. I see students that re-do their work until it meets their standards, 
which are very high. Everybody is polite and courteous. I’ve never experienced that before 
in my teaching career. 
NH: Why do you always high-five everyone?
JN: Well, I took a professional development course a few days leading up to school. The 
instructor demonstrated that if you aren’t happy to see your students or you don’t show 
them that you’re happy to see them then they aren’t going to know it. It’s part of my 
resolution to be a cheerful greeter.
NH: Why toast?
JN: In all my years of teaching, I have been very vigilant about not letting any of my students eat or drink in my classroom. But now that 
I’m teaching high school I thought I’d have a more relaxed position and I’ll see how they do. It was going pretty well, and then around 
the second week of school a couple students came up to me and asked if they could get a pass to the snack machine because they didn’t 
have any breakfast. I went home that night and thought about what I could bring in that’s affordable for me and that would be somewhat 
nutritious. And I thought of toast.  
NH: What do you do in your free time?
JN: I like to golf, sail, and go to the beach with my wife. 

Nick Huss

Mr. Naas demonstrates his hi-fiving technique.

Mr. Johnson, in the blue striped 
shirt, insists he was “not in a boy 

band” in high school.
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Where Are They Now: Allison Orvin
Allison Orvin, daughter of World History teacher Mr. Orvin, graduated from SOA in 2002 as a member of the first 
senior class. Allison was likely the first person at SOA to switch majors, starting as Creative Writer but switching 
to Theater in eighth grade. She is now an administrative sports coordinator at USC. Applause’s Erin Molony 
caught up with Allison on her life after SOA.

Erin Molony: Did you pursue acting after you graduated from SOA? 
Allison Orvin: I did not. I graduated with a public relations degree and I feel like a lot of my 
public speaking- how I project my voice, how to speak with confidence and how to connect with 
an audience- are all skills that I learned in theatre. That helped me a lot with PR and marketing. 
Theatre definitely taught me a lot. I feel like I use it all the time. Even if you don’t go on to be in an 
orchestra or to be a professional writer, you still utilize the lessons that you learned in your major 
in whatever you do. School of the Arts also taught me to accept people who think differently, and 
that’s helped me in my professional life.
EM: What’s your career now?
AO: I work for the University of South Carolina Athletics Dept. When I graduated from USC I 
became barn manager for the equestrian team, so I moved out to where the barn was and I was 
in charge of taking care of the horses. I did that for about four years and I’m big into riding and 
everything, so it was the perfect job for me. It was a lot of responsibility, but it was great! They won 
a championship my first year working there. I got to work very closely with the coaches. I eventually 
became a manager for ten people. That’s one thing I learned early on: life is all about relationships 
and connections with people. I was really fortunate to work with some amazing people. 

I moved back to Charleston a few years later and worked for an event planning company, which 
I loved! Then I moved back to Columbia to work for USC again. I’ve been back in Columbia for 
about three years and I 
work as an administrative 
coordinator for both 
men’s and women’s soccer 
and men’s and women’s 
tennis: I kind of work 
behind the scenes. It’s 

very different from my old job! I used to wear boots and get 
hay in my hair, but now I have to dress up for work every day. 
I work with the coaches and I coordinate all of the team travel 
and all their recruiting. I’m pretty much the go-to for facilitating 
appointments, meetings with the players’ academic advisors, 
etc. It all goes back to whom you work with. The relationships 
I’ve made have made my jobs better than I could ever imagine. 
EM: What was it like to have your dad teach at your 
high school? 
AO: Oh gosh. Well, he [Mr. Orvin] came when I was a junior, so 
I never had him, but I was his teacher’s assistant my senior year. 
It was really fun having him there. He’s the best. I’m extremely 
fortunate to have him as a dad. He’s been a teacher the majority 
of my life and it’s so cool to have his former and current students 
come up to him and say “Mr. Orvin, thank you for teaching me 
this” or “you changed my life.” That’s amazing. Teaching is the 
most important job in the world. My dad doesn’t teach for the 
money. He’d do it for free! Thinking about my teachers that I 
had at SOA… they shaped us into who we are now. It’s sad that 
a lot of kids don’t have that relationship at other schools. 
EM: What is a favorite memory you have from SOA? 
AO: In ninth grade they took us all to New York City. It was so 
much fun! We got to see shows on Broadway and every major 
had something to do. The band majors got to play at Carnegie 
Hall. Also, the musicals we did at SOA were so much fun because 
we got to interact with the other majors.

Don’t let stress rule 
your life!

Get your inner artist 
channeled through Color 

Away: the artist grade 
coloring book. 

62 pages of hand drawn stress relief by SOA 
High School Visual Artists. Coloring is the 

latest in decompressing life’s worries for you, 
your friends and family, and our hard working 

teachers!

$12/book
$15/book + two artist 

grade
watercolor pencils

 $15/ten pencils

Order forms are at front 
desk with deliveries to 
you at your arts major 

classroom.
(SOA car magnets 

available for $5, too)

Provided
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Check out these cool moments from Jump, Jive, and 
Wail (photos courtesy of the SOA Jazz Band).

Jump, Jive, and Wail

Pierre Pinckney sings “Come Fly With Me” as SOA 
Jazz Band Director Mr. Basil Kerr conducts. Cameron Frye sings “Respect” during the concert.

Pierre Pinckney gets soulful on stage.

Stephan Tenney plays a jazz solo with 
his trumpet as the band looks on.

Ryan Mercado (also 
known as the caped 

crusader) prepares for 
his last set with the SOA 

Jazz Band
The famous Jump, Jive, and Wail Conga Line 

pulls dancers into a loop.
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Spirit 
Week

Manning Shaw and Tori 
Newman

Rebecca Edson and Shelby 
Levine

Lauren Hunt and Bailey 
Gruber

Mia Pernice 
ventured out with 

her camera to 
capture the best 

costumes of Spirit 
Week.

Lachlan Quertermous, Amy Walsh, and Joe Brennan
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Sam DuPree, Chamel Adams, Jackie Evans, and Cydney 
BennettNoah Evans and Ben Zuber

Cameron Frye, Hannah Luckie, Cody Beasenburg, 
Meagan Romagnuolo, and Ava Hoffman

Anizia Fulmore, Kaci Martin, Hailey Johnson, 
and Fiona Lewis
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Junior theater solo and group pieces  
a funny and dramatic hit 
by Mia Pernice

I sat in the Black Box, notebook in hand., legs crossed over 
one another, and prepared myself for the hour and half of junior 
theater major productions. Consisting of panoramas the juniors 
directed in addition to a solo piece, these projects prepared each 
junior for their directing in the spring, as well as their upcoming 
senior thesis.

A panorama is a silent (and in this case, short) play. The 
curtain rose and Olivia Osborne took center stage and introduced 
her cast. They then began to perform the chosen piece she had 
directed. The afternoon continued, alternating between group 
silent acts and spoken solo acts that blew me away. 

Though each individual show was executed very well, there 
were a few that stood out and stuck with me. Kyle Harris’s solo 
piece, though short and funny, had me thinking: “This is movie 
worthy.” From the script to the acting, it was truly a performance 
with a performer I could see acting alongside some of today’s 
best comedians.

Another act that caught my eye was Drew Cauthen’s solo piece. 
Playing modern day, relatable and recognizable characters, such 
as Donald Trump and Caitlyn Jenner, he had me rolling on the 
floor laughing. 

Thanks to all of the juniors for sharing their work with the 
audience. If you couldn’t make it, I strongly recommend you 
attend the next one. I promise it’s totally worth it. 

Emily Dail’s Hot Tips: ten 
signs your partner is lame
1. He looks at his phone more than you

Um, does he not see your beauty? 
2. If he texts other girls in front of you….

WHAT?! Do other girls compare to you? No! 
Slap him in the face.
3. If he is obsessed with his hair and 

always asks for a brush…

Um of course, but you can’t use it because you’re awful
 #hisladyproblems.
4. If he backs out of plans at the last minute to watch Netflix…
Excuse me. Does he not want to be around your awesomeness? 
5. Complains if he doesn’t get what he wants…

He is a little female! He is a whining 4-year-old girl!
6. When he says you don’t look good with your hair up...

As if?! Spare yourself his ignorance.
7. If he “forgets” his wallet… 

Tell him to get out… rat #leavemypresence. 
8. He drives to Chick-Fil-A when it’s Sunday…

That idiot!
9. If he calls you crazy and then tries to hold your hand…

 GET AWAY FROM ME!
10. When he calls you a bad driver, but he goes 50 in a 25...

He gets pulled 48 hours later #neighborhoodcops.

Middle and high school symphonies collaborate in Star Wars 
Side-By-Side concert 
by Jay Rode

John Williams’ famed Star Wars score rang out 
of the Rose Maree Myers Theater on October 16th 
as the middle and high school symphony orchestras 
collaborated in a side-by-side performance. In 
addition to the famed sound track, the concert 
also featured “Overture to William Tell,” the last of 
Rossini’s operas, which appears in countless films 
such as Toy Story 2 and Armageddon. 

  Symphony    
Director Dr. 
Christopher Selby 
began the Star 
Wars portion of 
the show by noting 
that the middle 
school students 
wore white shirts 
or dresses in contrast to the black attire of the  high school students scattered among them. Selby’s 
comparison of the color choices to Star Wars was corrected by Theater Manager Michael Christensen 
who clarified that “the Stormtroopers are always [the] bad guys.”

Later, the theater went dark as Symphony Director Susan Mears appeared as Princess Leia, asking 
for help from Obi Wan Kenobi- the same line used in Star Wars Episode IV: A New Hope. Selby 
crossed the stage in a black robe, took his place at the front of the orchestra, and lit up a plastic 
lightsaber as if it was a baton. The music began.

The concert ended to tumultuous applause as Selby voiced his desire for more frequent side-by-
side concerts, saying that they made for a fantastic way to transition middle school students into high 
school level music and atmosphere.

Middle school students, white tops, join high school students, black tops, in receiving 
a standing ovation at the conclusion of the concert.

Princess Mears begs for help from 
an old friend.

Jay Rode

Jay Rode

Jay Rode
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Emma Gourdie excels in the pool
by Jacob Fairchild

To say that Emma Gourdie, a senior Piano major at SOA, is an 
accomplished swimmer would be an understatement, as the USA 
Swimming Scholastic All American will sign her national letter of 
intent to James Madison University this November. 

Emma currently swims for the Mount Pleasant Swim Club 
(MPSC). She will compete in the STAR Aquatics Triad Tropic 
Invite this December in Greensboro, North Carolina. Following 
this, she has a last-chance Olympic trial cut at the Southern 
Premier Challenge in Knoxville, TN in March. 

Her main events are the 400-meter individual medley (IM), 
in which she is ranked 21st in the nation, and the 200-meter 
backstroke where she is ranked 25th in the nation. The 400-meter 
IM, consists of 4 different strokes: Butterfly, Backstroke, 
Breaststroke, and Freestyle, with each stroke done for 100 meters.

We look forward to following Emma’s progress through the 
coming year and seeing her progression through USA swimming. 
Hopefully she’ll be at the Olympics one day!

West Ashley volleyball crushes Fort 
Dorchester
by Jacob Fairchild

West Ashley Girls Volleyball recently crushed Fort Dorchester 
High School, winning 3 out of 5 sets right off of the bat. A set in 
volleyball is 25 points.

The teams normally play best of three, but in the game between 
Fort Dorchester and West Ashley the teams played best of five. 
West Ashley Girls (and SOA students) Marissa Gigis, Emma 
Greig, and Taylor Kornegay helped end the match quickly. The 
playoffs, held in South Aiken, begin on October 29th.
Future not looking good for Wando 
football
by Jacob Fairchild

 After losing a few close games late in the season, the end is 
nearing for Wando football. The B team has just a few games left 
in this season and unfortunately SOA’s resident wide receiver, 
Trent Courville, will be missing them due to a fractured wrist. 
We wish Wando the best of luck in these coming games and wish 
Trent a speedy recovery.

Em
m

a G
ourdie/Facebook

Emma Gourdie dives into a race.
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Mackenzie Percy, 
Freshmen. Pen and Ink

Amy Walsh, Senior. 
Watercolor and 

Pen and Ink

Virginia Rose Doran
Junior

Siren
What if she 
was a slave? 

Chained, she hummed
among the Spartans.
Her heart rotten 
with hatred, she chanted 
in a chorus of voices
song laced with secrets.

Until the tide was low,
and dreams of the freedom 
strong,
she ran, bare feet 
drumming rhythmically on 
dewy grass.
Lyrics scalded in her mind,
she waded into the water.
But plough mud 
is slippery, it trapped her, 
buried oysters sliced
open her calves and soles,
she could not escape, 
glued into muck.

Even when the tide 
came,
she dared not call 
for help, she hummed 
her secrets,
even as salt water 
lapped 
at her nostrils.
Even as the water 
enveloped her, 
she sung of it. 
She chanted its 
beauty, 
its escape.

The water took pity.
Legs fused together,
scales coated skin.
She pulled herself free.
Water is fluid, it takes 
no side in the affairs
of men. 
But the Water brought her
so the Water 
gave her a home.
She lures sailors
to their deaths
with gullah song, 
and abyss-black skin.

To have your artwork 
featured, contact: 

hrizer1219@gmail.com

To have your writing 
featured, contact:

kothcheyennekoth@
gmail.com
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Jack Marino, Junior. 
Oil Painting Detail 

(Commission for the 
Charleston Airport)

Mady Deloach, Senior. 
Colored Pencil

Crush(ing)
At night, when I lie in bed and think of you
holding me around my waist or
having your back pressed against mine or
being comforted by just the sensation of you,
I remind myself that it’s all make-believe.
I am not as Snow White as I could be
there are too many dragons around my castle,
too little dwarves to befriend,
and no kisses to cure the poisoned apple.

There is no soft press of lips hidden
behind closed doors
or princesses to fall
Instantaneously and boringly in love
with their Prince Charming.

It’s all fake. All a dream. And I wish,
when I was younger, that someone
could have told me that having a
crush is less like the noun and more like the verb.
Liking you is more like crushing my lungs
than simply losing my breath,
Liking you is more like crushing a piece of myself
to let you into a party that you
haven’t even RSVP’d to yet.

I close my eyes and inhale, just to make sure I can 
still
breathe because you have crushed me, 
slammed your worn book cover down on my back
leaving my remains twitching like a broken fly on 
the wall.

Destroyed me and I don’t even care.

Demolished me and you don’t even know it

I’m crushed under the weight of it all,
as if I’ve filled my lungs with smooth stones
tucked myself under the ocean.
Rocks rattling under my skin
scraping, stuttering against insides.

I’m crushed by the way you look at me,
stuck wholeheartedly to the bottom of your shoe,
the gum spat onto the sidewalk that you just
can’t scrape off and there’s no such thing as
crushes unless you find yourself underfoot.

Ella Townsend
Junior
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Local Artists: junior Claire Conway finds 
passion in music 
by Jackie Evans

How much do you know about your peer Claire Conway as a singer/
songwriter? Claire started at SOA last year and she is not only very 
talented but she is actively making her own music. She has released 
an EP and is currently working on the next while growing into her 
sound. Her EP The Beautiful Side is available on Spotify and iTunes! 
She is still working on getting herself out there. I sat down with 
Claire to ask her a few questions about her music. Be sure to check 
out Claire’s music and try to support her by going to see her live! 
Jackie Evans: When did you 
realize you wanted to be a 
singer/songwriter?
Claire Conway: I’ve known that 

I wanted to be a singer since I was 

seven. I taught myself how to sing by 

copying Taylor Swift and Gabriella 

from High School Musical and I 

used to sing myself to sleep. It was a 

very slow process realizing I wanted 

to do music, though I guess that 

love of music grew as I grew older. 

I remember when I was twelve and 

I started writing more and I realized 

it was something I really wanted to 

do as a career.

JE: How did you begin to get yourself out there?
CC: I’m definitely still working on that a lot. All of my music teachers 
have been really helpful to me in connecting with people. I take piano 

lessons at Black Tie Music Academy and Braden, the owner and my 
teacher, is always really generous in offering me gigs and ideas and 
helping me with things. I just try to market myself the best I can. I 

tend to be too shy, so that’s definitely an area I need to work on. Social 
Media is a big part of it. That makes everything so much easier, because 

you’re connected to all of these people and you can put something out 

there for anybody to see and that makes a big difference. 
JE: How would you categorize your music?  
CC: Originally, I would’ve said singer/songwriter, but obviously my 

style is still developing. I think right now I would say Indie-Folk. 

That’s a lot of the music that I’m influenced by and I think sort of the 
direction my music is going. 

JE: What is your most popular favorite song? 
CC: “More than Miles” was definitely the most popular one on my EP, 
and the one that people wanted to hear again before I even recorded it, 

and the one that seems to draw the most applause at shows. 

JE: What is your personal favorite?   
CC: I think that all the songs I’ve written since my EP have been better 

than the ones that are on it, with the exception of “More Than Miles.” 

I think maybe that’s my favorite on the EP. I like the style of my more 

recent songs a lot more. I think they’re more representative of the 

music I want to write. 

JE: Who are some of your biggest inspirations? 
CC: The Oh Hellos, I love them. Birdy, Ed Sheeran, I also really love Of 
Monsters and Men. I cover a lot of their music. I really like Passenger 

and Iron & Wine. Really anything within the Indie or Folk spectrum. 

JE: What’s on your playlist this week?  
CC: “Emmylou” by First Aid Kit and  Gregory Alan Isakov- because its 
fall, despite the weather- and a lot of quiet autumn music.

Raury and Bryson Tiller bring 
critical acclaim
by Jada Orr

New Album: Trapsoul, 
Bryson Tiller

With Trapsoul, released on 

October 2nd, R&B artist Bryson 

Tiller established what he calls 

his musical sound. Think a 

mellow feel with some trap beats 

and bass and you’ve got Tiller’s 

general sound. Although he’s 
been compared to the sounds of 

Drake and even PartyNextDoor, 

Tiller is not affiliated with 
the Canadian rapper/singer. 

Trapsoul was released a week 

in advance with Apple Music 
and lists #2 on the iTunes 

charts for R&B/Soul. Though 

Tiller’s single “Don’t” has been 

getting lots of radio love, the 

artist originally released it 

last year on his Soundcloud. 

But if you’re getting attention 

from R&B/Hip-Hop greats 

like Timbaland, you must be 

doing something right. Artists 
like PartyNextDoor and Miguel 

might just have some new 

competition.

New Artist: Raury 
He’s only 19, but already has a 

unique sound and recognition 

from one of the best artists in 

the industry. Raury’s music 

consists of electronic elements 

mixed with hip-hop, soul and 

folk. The Atlanta, Georgia 
native began his career by 

releasing his mixtape Indigo 
Child in 2014. In that same 

year, Raury signed with 

Columbia Records. He lists 

some of his major influences 
as Kid Cudi, Andre 3000, 
Marvin Gaye and Kanye West. 

You can imagine how he felt 

when Kanye booked a flight 
just to meet up with him. All 
We Need, his first album, was 
released October 16th and 

includes features from Big 

K.R.I.T. and Key!. He’s already 

done features with artists 

including Gucci Mane and 

SBTRKT, to name a few. The 

best part? He’s just getting 

started.
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Xiao Bao Biscuit is the spot for 
Asian fusion downtown
by Ryan Biddix and Nick Huss

Many tourists venture 
only as far as upper King 
to satisfy their appetite, 
but as Charleston natives, 
we have the opportunity 
to explore what Downtown 
Charleston has to offer 
beyond what the tourist 
can easily find. Asian fusion 
restaurants have gained 
popularity throughout the 
South, with the marriage 
of Southern food and the 
exotic spices of Asia. For 
fantastic Asian fusion 
downtown, look no further 
than Xiao Bao Biscuit.

Xiao Bao gives a 
great first impression, 
presenting an artistic 
ambiance consisting of 
natural lighting and a 
plentiful garden of cacti 
and succulents. The wait 
staff was eager to seat 
us, offering either inside 
or out. Upon seating, we 
greeted immediately with menus and drinks.  As we 
navigated through the menu two items caught our 
eyes: the Som Tum and the Okonomiyaki. Even though 
the house was full, we got our food especially fast.

The Som Tum is a melody of locally grown tomatoes, 
cucumbers, green papaya, mixed with a variety of Thai 
spices. Initially, the wormy-like papaya tasted crispy 
and sweet but once it hit the back of our throats the 
Thai spices kicked in. The Okonomiyaki is a Japanese 
cabbage pancake that has an intricate design of Sriracha 
and Mayo layered with sesame seeds. When you crave 
a pancake, cabbage is the last thing on your mind 
but when the forks reached our mouths, the cabbage 
pancake brought back memories of a traditional egg 
roll with a fiery zing.

If you get tired of your grandmother’s Southern 
fried chicken and mashed potatoes, head to Xiao Bao 
Biscuit for an exciting Asian experience.  

Monday-
Saturday 

11:30am-2pm, 
5:30pm-10pm

Sunday: Closed 
Price Range: $$

Stephen King’s It is spooky, yet satisfying
by Alissa Melsopp

Stephen King is arguably the master 
of the horror genre, having pumped 
out more than 50 novels and 200 short 
stories in his lifetime. One of his most 
terrifying and beloved books of all time, 
It is the book you should be reading 
during the month of October to get into 
the Halloween spirit. That is, if you don’t 
mind not sleeping for approximately 
two months afterwards, which is an 
unfortunate side effect of reading 
anything written by Stephen King.

The plot follows a group of seven 
young outcasts, who form bonds with 
one another in a desperate time of 
need when a shape-shifting monster 
occupies their town taking innocent 
children away from their homes. The 
story unfurls within two narratives 
of different time periods, the second 
showing the children grown up and 
returning to their hometown to defeat 
evil once and for all. The creepiest part 
of the novel is the famous yet horrific 
image that almost everyone has seen, whether they’ve read the book or not, of 
an unnatural clown smiling up from underneath a sewer grate.

It is an amazing read for many reasons, but especially because of the major 
themes that are prominent in all Stephen King novels. One main theme is 
memory. The powerful draw of the main characters’ memories, leading them 
back to the town they hoped to never see again helps the reader gain insight 
into their minds. Most King novels take place in small Maine towns, seemingly 
perfect and quaint, but concealing some sort of dark secret. In the case of the 
town of Derry, it is the shape-shifting monster beneath the streets that is hiding 
itself away, and that the main characters must face in a last battle to destroy 
evil.

Although It is an incredible novel, it’s only for those who aren’t faint of 
heart. I’m not joking when I say it will haunt your dreams for nights to come! 
If you do believe yourself to be strong enough to overcome this monumental 
task, then I implore you to start reading.

November Spotify Playlist
Your monthly Applause certified list of jams- just head 
to cusatisoa on Spotify to listen.

Spotify

“Voyager”- Daft Punk 
“The Mightiest of Guns”- A.A. 
Bondy “Candy Rain”- Soul for 
Real
“Point of No Return”- Kansas
“See You All”- Koudlam 
“Never Ever”- The Orwells
“Dangerous”- Shinedown
“Young Blood”- The Districts 
“Foolish Games”- Jewel

“Runaround Sue”- Dion 
“I Know”- Tom Odell 
“The Way”- Kehlani ft. 
Chance the Rapper 
“You and Me”- Flume 
“I Just Wanna Run”- The Downtown Fiction
“Another Story”- The Head and the Heart 
“I’m Gonna Be (500 Miles) ”- The 
Proclamiers 
“Rhiannon”- Fleetwood Mac

N
ick H

uss

Goodreads

Google Maps
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A look  at the most intriguing parts 
of New York Fashion Week
by Jada Orr
The Great Fall

Designer Opening 
Ceremony took a new 
approach to their show 
for fashion week this year 
as the models fell over 
while displaying the new 
collection. After model 
after model strutted the 
new collection before 
falling, audience members 
realized it was all part of 
the show.

Opening Ceremony 
used New York City ballet 
dancers instead of models 
this year to model the 
collection and the whole show was choreographed and 
staged to creatively portray the pieces. Natural light and 
colors flowed through the air as each dancer moved to show 
the easy movement of the garments.
VFILES featured designers who won the 
company’s   contest in the show. Check out 
the clothes from featured designers Discount 
Universe and Andrea Jiapei Li below.

Fashion: Kanye West’s Yeezy season two 
debuts
by Jada Orr

Where do we begin? Between the camo shirts Kanye gave as invites 
to the show, or model/Instagram style inspiration Ian Connor smoking a 
cigarette on the runway, Yeezy Season 2 apparently didn’t impress many 
in the fashion industry.

The rapper and stated innovator chose garments similar or exactly the 
same as the last season, just with a new tone in the chosen colors. It’s clear 
that Mr. West recreated pieces that originate from his favorite designers, 
who include Raf Simons, Rick Owens, and Helmut Lang. But nonetheless 
Kanye stood strong behind his artistic perspective, regardless of what the 
critics had to say. 

Kanye also worked with performance artist Vanessa Beecroft and 
premiered the new 
track “Fade” during 
the show in addition 
to his fashion line.

In Season 2, we 
still get the sneakers 
that have set the tone 
for Kanye’s work. 
Although he still has 
Adidas in play with 
the sneakers, Kanye 
assures us Yeezy 
Season 2 is his own 
independent work. 
The Yeezy Boost is 
the only thing from 
Season 2 you can 
catch in stores right now. 

In Yeezy Season 1, Kanye brought his Adidas collaboration to the table 
with dark greens, blues and blacks, various nude and white body suits, and 
garments structured similarly to those of his favorite designers. Season 1 
was shown last February as part of New York Fashion Week’s fall/winter 
2015 collections and hasn’t been released in stores yet. According to 
Highsnobiety, Season 1 will be released October 29th in Barney’s and Mr. 
Porter for online and physical sales.

Randy Brooke/Getty Images for Kanye West Yeezy

Randy Brooke/Getty Images for Kanye West Yeezy

Kanye West poses with models showing off his various new clothes.

openingceremony/Instagram
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Sass Attack
by Cheyenne Koth

All right, friends. Let’s 
talk about the bathroom. 

The bathroom is a 
fairly straightforward 
room, wouldn’t you say? 
It has a purpose, a use.

We’re all in there to 
get stuff done, and get out, 
okay? I’m not interested 
in seeing motivational messages while I’m emptying 
my bladder.

You cannot possibly know, anonymous stranger, 
if I’m “worth it” or “the absolute best” or even if I 
look great, so leave me alone. If you really think so, 
tell me in class, or anywhere else for that matter. 
Maybe when I’d genuinely like to hear it?

Actually, please tell me that I look good when 
you see me, because I probably do.

Just… leave your vandalistic tendencies out of 
the school toilet room, dear friends, please.

This includes your phone number, if this wasn’t 
obvious already.

Honestly, what are you trying to get from writing 
your phone number on the inside of a stall in a high 
school bathroom? Not a girlfriend, surely: because 
that would just be oddly invasive. If you’re trying to 
be cool and edgy, you’re not. If you’re trying to have 
interesting and slightly creepy phone calls, you 
probably won’t. This is high school, not a romantic 
comedy.

Anyways, to recap: don’t draw on the bathroom 
walls. Not even a little. Just use the bathroom, and 
get out. 

Also, wash your hands.

Editorial: Vote. Just do it.
There’s an election coming up on November 3rd that includes, among other 

things, the choice of who will replace longtime Charleston mayor Joe Riley. Voting 
is an integral part of our democratic process, and yet there are still millions of 
Americans who throw away their right to vote every year by not exercising it. Don’t 
be one of them. You must go vote!

If you are eighteen, you should be registered to vote. It takes literally five minutes. 
You can do it online. If you are not registered, it is too late for you to vote in this 
election. Head over to scvotes.org anyway to register in time for the next one. 

Not voting because you believe that “your vote won’t matter” is a silly decision. 
Do you know the group of citizens politicians care about appeasing the least? 
Nonvoters. Why should they? The express purpose of a political party is getting 
elected, and as a nonvoter you are recusing yourself from the main way Americans 
influence the government. On a national level, one solitary vote will not have 
much of an effect, but the combined apathy of millions of Americans can and does 
negatively effect the democratic process. There’s a reason President Obama didn’t 
run campaign ads in Canada. The people there may like him, but they are not the 
ones that matter. They don’t get to vote for president.

The belief that “my vote doesn’t matter” is only somewhat logical on a national 
level. Local elections are often decided by a few thousand or a few hundred votes. 
The election on November 3rd is primarily a local election; therefore, your vote will 
definitely make a difference. The local level of government effects you the most, but 
is the largely overlooked when it comes to elections because it’s not as “exciting” as 
the race for president. Voting in local elections is the quickest and easiest way to get 
governmental change you desire.

If you refuse to vote, you are refusing your right to complain about how the 
government is run. You are effectively removing yourself from the democratic 
process. So please, especially because this is a local election, get and out and vote 
on November 3rd. Exercise your right as an American citizen- the right to vote.

Symbolism In Your Life, or “Dr. Cusatis’ Class Is Controlling 
Me”
by Jay Rode

The other day I was abruptly interrupted as I evolved Pikachu into Raichu on the car ride back from the 
mountains. The interruption came in the peculiar form of a seriously drunk woman trying to climb into the 
truck; such an interesting addition to the already odd night prompted a few deep questions, such as, “How 
weird is this world?” and “Did somebody drug me here?” In the end I concluded a few things, such as, “This 
world is very weird sometimes,” and “Likely.”

If you think about life too intensely and critically, you’re bound to come across some horrifying things--
that’s no secret. There will always be injustices to attend to, wars to avoid, drunk women to push away from 

your car, et cetera, et cetera.
I guess the moral of this story is to always look at the bright side of things. The night I turned eighteen, I exercised one of the fascinating 

rights of being a legal adult: I bought a scratch-off lottery ticket. (Some necessary context here: I’m big into finding symbols in my life. If 
Spotify starts my day off by first shuffling to Manafest’s “Heart Attack,” I make sure to at least contemplate the unhealthiness of the food 
I’ve packed.) I took a quarter to the scratch-off’s surface, excitedly revealing a row of numbers to match my winning number with. Then 
I scratched off my winning number to reveal- what? Not a single match? No beginner’s luck or anything?

“No,” Life said. “You’re eighteen. You’re, like, old now.”
I balled up the scratch-off, cocked my arm back like any name-drop-worthy pro-NBA-basketball player would, and let the thing sail 

through the air for a perfect swish into the Publix trash can. That, my friends, is a symbolic way of giving life the birdie, never again shall 
it even attempt to bend me to its every will and whim.

There’s one more way to look at this: startled by the appearance of the drunken woman at my door of the truck, I accidentally canceled 
Pikachu’s evolution. That means he’s 19 years old now, but he just won’t grow up.

Jay Rode

Jay Rode

The location where you vote is listed on your voter 
registration card. For a complete list of all precincts 

in Charleston County, go to:
http://www.charlestoncounty.org/departments/
bevr/files/Precincts-and-Voting-Locations.pdf
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POINT/COUNTERPOINT
As Halloween rolls around, Alissa Melsopp and Cheyenne Koth sat down to read some 
favorite childhood scary stories. But wait! Which series struck more fear into the hearts of kids? 
It’s Goosebumps vs. Scary Stories to Tell in the Dark in this Point/Counterpoint. Grab the candy, 

find a campfire, and sit down. It’s story time.
Cheyenne: Goosebumps

Ah, Goosebumps. 
A truly beautiful 
exploration of 
human nature in 
the face of terror. 
It pains me that 
someone would even 
think it worse than 
some illustrator’s 
drivel. 

In case you’re not 
aware, Goosebumps 
is a wonderful 
series of novellas 
written by R.L. 
Stine that focus on 
children who have to 
overcome horrifying 
challenges. While 
often cheesy, these 
books are never 
disappointing. You’ll 
always find yourself 
entertained by the 
antics of these kids 
and every different 
monster. 

When you go for a creepy and colorful Goosebumps book, 
there are so many different books to choose from. Sixty-two, in 
fact! You really can’t compete with the numbers when it comes 
to Goosebumps. 

With so many choices, you’re bound to find one of these well 
written, riveting books that you’ll enjoy. From ventriloquist 
dummies to swamp monsters, your favorite ghoul or ghost is 
bound to be there!

Even if it isn’t, no one can resist these spooky classics. This 
much is obvious, as there is a Goosebumps movie coming out. 
Even Jack Black can’t resist R.L. Stine’s masterpieces. 

Due to its popularity, nearly everyone read Goosebumps as 
a kid. If you didn’t, and slipped past the part of your childhood 
where you cowered under your bed sheets, hiding from a terrifying 
pair of invisible jeans or your own evil twin, you really missed 
out. I’m sure you’ll be able to find space in between everything 
else that you already have on your plate in order to read at least 
one of these horror novellas of the early 2000s and on: because 
honestly, everyone should relive this timeless experience. 

What I’m trying to say, dear readers, is that something so 
well loved cannot be beat, not even with creepy drawings. 

Alissa: Scary Stories to Tell in the Dark

Alvin Schwartz and Stephen Gammell are the greatest dream 
team to ever come together. In case you don’t know who they 
are (and you should), these guys are respectively the author and 
illustrator of the series Scary Stories to Tell in the Dark, AKA the 
creepiest children’s books ever written. Every story in the series 
is based on folklore from various cultures, be it ancient or urban. 
Schwartz adapted these tales from their original sources to fit the 
needs of children, a feat in and of itself. One can’t have the most 
famous scary children’s book series without making sure kids 
won’t die of heart attacks from the fright first.

The stories themselves are unsettling enough in their own 
right, but the images that are paired with each legend are just 
down right disturbing. They’re the type of horrors you’d expect in 
your worst nightmares, not a book for kids. In fact, the pictures are 
so nightmarish that the American Library Association continually 
challenged the publishers to change them.

When Scary Stories to Tell in the Dark was first released in 
1981, it was the number one challenged book of the next decade. 
That surely is telling for how effective the experience of reading 
these books is. Goosebumps can’t even compare to the literal 
chills that go up your spine when you lay awake at night seeing 
Gammell’s terrifying characters on your ceiling.

The Scary Stories series is by far more horrifying than the bleak 
corniness of Goosebumps. Schwartz and Gammell really pushed 
the envelope, making it the best to read in the late hours of the 
night under a bed sheet with only a flashlight for solace. Only this 
eternal classic could possibly be the creepiest series for children.

Alissa MelsoppJay Rode
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Dream Interpretation
by Jackie Evans and Holly Rizer
Dream 1:
I was on a train. There was a bomb and I had to dismantle it.  I find the bomb and all of a 
sudden it starts going BEEP BEEP BEEP, and I wake up and it was my alarm clock.
Interpretation:
The train is symbolic of your journey in life. Trying to disarm the bomb could suggest 
you’re struggling with anger and/or frustration. This might mean that you are struggling 
with something in your life’s journey at the moment. You might be frustrated and not even 
realize it. Don’t take your frustration out on other things or people. Take a deep breath.
Dream 2:
I was underground with a team of scientists and there was a pool. One of the scientists 
went in the pool to check it out. There was a turtle and he picked it up and it breathed fire 
on him and he was consumed by fire underwater.
Interpretation:
The turtle symbolizes peace, wisdom, and loyalty; the fire destruction; the pool, a need for 
clarification and understanding; and scientists, rational thought/logic. You are searching 
for peace and a need for clarification or understanding. It is trying to tell you to just let 
things happen and stop trying to search for things. Don’t worry; it’ll all turn out fine.
Dream 3:
One time I was in Strings and these older kids got a solo and my stand partner was talking 
about how they couldn’t handle it, and then I got in trouble and got suspended. 
Interpretation:
It is pretty evident what this dream is trying to tell you. You want to stand up for yourself, 
but you are afraid of rejection. Let me let you in on a secret: we all are. Don’t ever let that 
fear of rejection stop you from doing what you desire to do. The wonder and regret of the 
terrible question “What if?” is much worse than any rejection. Take that leap. 
Dream 4:
I was on a ski lift and I looked down and I was wearing sneakers.
Interpretation:
You’re tempted to step out of your comfort zone, but you’re afraid that you are not ready 
or prepared. We all have to do things in life that we are afraid of. It can be very scary to go 
into something feeling unprepared. You may very well be prepared, but you doubt yourself. 
Don’t doubt yourself. You are more capable than you think.
Dream 5:
I had a dream that I cooked my raccoon into Thanksgiving dinner.
Interpretation:
Though this interpretation may not seem to make much sense, trust me. This dream could 
possibly mean that its time for you to forgive yourself for past mistakes that bother you. 
You cannot expect to move forward with one foot stuck in quick sand. If you do not make 
room for forgiveness in your life, you will be a much more pessimistic person. We all have 
the special healing power of forgiveness. You don’t need to try to forget, but you do need to 
try and get the baggage off of your shoulders. Stop carrying that weight around. 
Dream 6:
The guy I had a crush on was in it. We were in a field and he walked up to me with a 
marshmallows and he said, “Will you marry me?” I said yes because you have marshmallows. 
Interpretation:
The proposal symbolizes longing for a committed relationship and the marshmallow can 
symbolize low self-confidence and worry. You want commitment but you’re afraid of it. 
Not an uncommon feeling for people looking for the big L word. L-O-V-E. Maybe you’ve 
been hurt before and you’re afraid to trust in someone else and your heart again, but you 
have to remember that the risk is nothing in comparison to what you could gain.

A sneak peak at SOA’s 
cool Halloween costumes
Applause’s Emily Dail, Annika Gadson, 
and Megan Horres spoke with students 
from every grade to find out the current 
costume fashion trends at SOA.

Sixth Grade
Ravenclaw Girl from Harry Potter (Sophia 
Kozlowski)
Katniss Everdeen (Emelie Hamrick)
Sugar Skull (Bailey Phaln)
Queen of Hearts (Gracen Herrin)

Seventh Grade
Possessed Doll (Emma Weeks and Mary 
Routh)
Fallen Angel (Disha Qanungo)
Superman (Justice Wooden)

Eighth Grade
Money Growing Tree (Evan Thrasher)
Frat Boys (Abby Byrne and Colleen Martin)
Kool-Aid Man (Gill Davissom)
Guy Fieri (Hannah Burton)
Pug Morph Suit (Jack Powell)

Ninth Grade
The Joker from Batman (Anna Lipke)

Tenth Grade
Pun Group (Mollie Pate)
Twisty the Clown from American Horror 
Story (Jada Orr)

Eleventh Grade
Kronk (Angeleki Zecopoulos)
Yzma (Annika Gadson)
Bear ( Denver Baer)

Twelfth Grade
Donald Trump (Ryan Biddix)
Pumpkin (Mary Knox)
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Then and Now
Applause’s Erin Molony takes a look at how times have changed.
Who is/was your favorite teacher in 6th grade?

Senior Dance Major 

Ashley Green loved Mrs. Boyd.

 6th grade Theater Major 

Patrick Whiteside loves Mrs. 

Moschella.

Horoscopes
by Holly Rizer

Scorpio (October 23-November 21) Don’t 

allow your emotions to dictate all of your decisions. 

Simply because Carl ate the last piece of leftover 

meat-lovers pizza this morning doesn’t mean you 

can push Thomas down the stairs if he gets in your 

way.

Sagittarius (November 22-December 21) Stop 

procrastinating and focus! Molly’s latest Instagram 

post about what she had for lunch today can wait. By 

the way, it was a salad- how terribly exciting...woo.

Capricorn (December 22-January 19) Ask that 

special person you like how they would feel about a 

date. If they say dates are their favorite fruit give one 

to them. You totally rock at this whole ‘dating’ thing.

Aquarius (January 20-February 18) Admit 

that you’re wrong sometimes; Krispy Kreme IS 

better than Dunkin’ Donuts- get over it.

Pisces (February 19-March 20) Music can 

help you through stressful times. Try listening to 

something relaxing like classical music, smooth jazz, 

reggae or some super insanely intense, awesomely 

insane, hard-core, mind blowing, hearing-aid-sale-

increasing heavy-metal. Nothing soothes the soul 

like the sound of screaming youth.

Aries (March 21-April 19) Recent times may have 

been stressful so take a step back and remember to 

look at the big picture. Then go buy big frame for the 

big picture- Preferably one with purple dinosaurs on 

it.

Taurus (April 20-May 20) If you’re interested in 

someone re-examine why that is. If they’re pretty but 

have to look up everything you say on the Internet, 

you’re basically in love with a smart phone and the 

relationship could easily crack.

Gemini (May 21-June 20) Don’t make things 

harder than they need to be. In the words of the all-

knowing Kimberly Wilkins, “ Ain’t nobody got time 

for that.”

Cancer (June 21-July 22) Be careful with your 

money. Your cat really doesn’t need 23 sweaters... 

22 will suffice.
Leo (July 23-August 22) Just try not to screw up. 

That’s all. You’re welcome.

Virgo (August 23-September 22) Stop wasting 

time counting sheep and get some sleep for goodness 

sake. Nobody cares how many sheep you have 

(sorry)- 972 was a ridiculous number of sheep to 

buy off of eBay at 3 a.m. in the first place.
Libra (September 23-October 22) Be a good 

friend and don’t talk trash about your friend behind 

their back. Also, good friends share food. You wanna 

be friends? I like food. See? It all works out.
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Across
2. Some say it is tell-tale.
3. Professor Trelawney 
sees one in Harry Potter’s 
cup
5. Vegetable used for 
jack-o’-lanterns in the 
16th century.
9. Poorly-received film 
often considered to be the 
first of the zombie genre.
10. In Ireland, these are 
served in place of meat on 
Halloween.
11. Another, older name 
for Halloween

Down
1. The beloved teenage 
sorcerer.
4. Director of classic 
films s ch s Psycho.
6. mo s for novels 
s ch s It.
7. Po  c lt re s f vorite 
form of m in.
8. his sci-fi sho  
deb ted in ctober of 
1959.

Spook of the Arts
With new majors such as “Jazz Haunting” and “Creative Zombification.”
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The Trivia Challenge
by Jakob Lazzaro

In honor of the upcoming Charleston mayoral election, Applause is bringing you 
politically themed trivia! Test your knowledge of American politics as tied emperors 

Ari Levine and Zois Manaris return in this electoral contest.

Paint the town Red and 
Gold
by Nick Scapellato
Charleston Cup Steeplechase 
(Nov. 8), The Plantation at Stono 
Ferry
Press your slacks or grab your dress because 
the Charleston Cup is here. Coming back to 
Stono Ferry for the 22nd time, the Charleston 
Cup is prestigious horse race featuring some 
of the best equestrians in the nation. General 
admission starts at 25 dollars, but the food, 
people, and overall experience make this event 
a one of a kind and completely worth it.
Holiday Festival of Lights Run 
and Walk (Nov. 11), James Island 
County Park
Get a sneak peak of the new attractions at the 
Holiday Festival of Lights. The event is a run-
walk that spans about two miles. Tickets are 12 
dollars in advance and 15 the day of. Bundle up, 
but don’t stop walking. Food, hot cocoa, music, 
and, of course, a nice bench await all who finish. 
Rockin’ Improv (Nov. 16 and 17), 
Black Box Theater
Come see some improv comedy from SOA’s 
eighth grade theater majors!
Comedian Brian Regan (Nov. 19), 
the North Charleston Performing 
Arts Center
Make sure your belt isn’t too tight or your sides 
will hurt even more after this night of quips 
and laughs. Brian Regan returns to Charleston 
to finish out a ten year non-stop stretch of 
theater tours. His clean lines, combined with 
humor anyone can relate to make Brian Regan 
a comedian the whole family can enjoy. Who 
knows? Your dad might even laugh.
We Are Artists for Emanuel 
(Nov. 11), The Cigar Factory of 
Charleston 
A collective auction put together by over 90 
visual artists from all over the Charleston area 
will fill the Cigar Factory to honor the lives lost 
in the Emanuel AME slaying. Located at 701 
East Bay Street, the Cigar Factory affords a 
minimalist setting for the hauntingly beautiful 
and touching pieces of art. The event is open to 
the public.
Coastal Carolina Fair (Oct. 29 to 
Nov. 8), The Ladson Fairgrounds
Everyone’s favorite fair is back! Even now, I’m 
sure you can smell the intoxicating aroma of 
funnel cake wafting over the salty land. Adult 
admission is 10 dollars and ride vouchers start 
at 20! Get your tickets now and I’ll see you 
there.

Questions
1. How many representatives does South Carolina have (House and Senate)?
2. How many Members of Congress are there (House and Senate)?
3. Who is currently Chief Justice of the Supreme Court?
4. What city was the first capital of the United States?
5. True or False. California, with 55, has the most votes in the Electoral College.
6. True or False. There have been over fifty US presidents.
7. True or False. Vice President Dan Quayle once said: “The Holocaust was an obscene 
period in our nation’s history. I mean in this century’s history. But we all lived in this 
century. I didn’t live in this century.”
8. True or False. George Washington was unanimously elected.
9. Name both South Carolina Senators.
10. Name the two US Presidents impeached by the House of Representatives.

1. Nine.
2. 535.
3. John Roberts.
4. New York City.
5. True.
6. False. President Obama is the 44th to hold office.
7. True.
8. True.
9. Lindsey Graham and Tim Scott.
10. Bill Clinton and Andrew Johnson.

Answers

Ari Levine, 
Senior Theater

 1. Nine.
2. 515.
3. I don’t know.
4. I’ll say Philadelphia.
5. True.
6. False.
7. True.
8. True.
9. Tim Scott and Lindsey Graham.
10. Bill Clinton and its gotta be Nixon.

Zois Manaris, 
Senior Band

6/107/10

 1. Nine.
2. 535.
3. I don’t know.
4. Philadelphia.
5. True.
6. False.
7. True.
8. True.
9. Lindsey Graham and Tim Scott.
10. Nixon.

Ari Levine won this election for 
Trivia Emperor, beating out co-
Emperor Zois Manaris by one 
point.  He now will single-handedly 
hold the crown and scepter of trivia 
power, and will return again next 

issue to defend his title.

The Victor

Help Mr. Johnson find his pez dispenser!
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“The Shining because it’s 
really scary.” 

Cayden Molnar, 7th grade 
Theater

“Insidious 2 is the scariest 
movie in the world.” 

Elizabeth Riddle, Junior 
Band

What is your 
favorite scary 

movie?
By Denver Baer “Would You Rather because 

it’s messed up.”
Mary Knox, Senior Visual 

Arts

“The Visit because it was 
scary and funny.” 

Jalie Hitner, 7th grade 
Dance 

“Saw because it’s 
interesting.”

Grayson Auerbach, 8th grade 
Vocal

“Carrie because it’s really 
interesting and shocking.”

Alie Duffy, Sophomore Vocal

“The Gallows, it keeps ya 
interested.” 

Bailey Gruber, Senior Vocal 

“The Conjuring because the 
dog dies.  Why is the dog 

always first!?” 
Noah Rigsby, Senior Visual 

Arts

“Unfriended because it’s 
creepy.” 

Arden Etters, 7th grade 
Piano 

“The Call because it’s like 
real life.”

Darian Lopes, Junior Vocal


